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Abstract: One of the advantages of floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs) is that they can be
designed to be easily wet towed and installed to reduce the cost of offshore construction. In this
paper, a fully coupled towing system numerical model is established for a novel 10 MW FOWT
concept, namely, a submerged floating offshore wind turbine (SFOWT) to investigate the towing
performance. Firstly, the numerical simulation is validated by comparison with model experiment
results. Then, a series of numerical simulations are conducted to predict and compare the towing
performance for a three-column SFOWT (TC-SFOWT) and a four-column SFOWT (FC-SFOWT)
under different wave conditions. The results show that the two forms of SFOWT have good towing
performance when the significant wave height is less than 5 m, which is the maximum wave height
for the allowable towing condition. The FC-SFOWT shows relatively better performance in heave
motion and roll motion, but the towing force is relatively larger compared with the TC-SFOWT under
the same condition. When the significant wave height is 5 m, the maximum values of heave motion,
pitch motion, and roll motion of the TC-SFOWT are 2.51 m, 2.14◦, and 1.38◦, respectively, while
they are 2.25 m, 2.70◦, and 1.21◦, respectively, for the FC-SFOWT. Both the roll motion and the pitch
motion are satisfied with the requirement that the roll and pitch are less than 5◦ during the towing
process. The mean towing force of FC-SFOWT is 159.1 t at the significant wave height of 5 m, which
is 52.8% larger than that of TC-SFOWT. The peak period mainly influences the frequency where the
response peak appears in power spectra. The findings in this paper could provide some guidelines
for wet towed operations.

Keywords: submerged floating offshore wind turbine; integrated towing; wave period; wave height

1. Introduction

The wind resource has the advantages of higher wind speed, stable propagation
direction, lower turbulence intensity, and free surface roughness in the far-reaching sea.
With the exhaustion of the shallow wind power resource, it is of great interest to explore
offshore wind power in deeper and farther ocean areas. Due to the dramatically increased
costs and limitations with regards to the maximum operational depth of wind turbine
installation vessels, the traditional fixed foundation may no longer be feasible for sea areas
with a water depth greater than 60 m. The floating offshore wind turbine (FOWT) seems to
be a feasible solution for the development of wind power in the deep sea. In 2017, Hywind
Scotland, the world’s first commercial floating wind power project, was officially put into
operation in Scotland [1]. By the end of 2020, the wind power generation of FOWTs around
the world has reached 125 MW [2]. In recent years, engineering and academia around
the world have put forward various forms of foundations for FOWTs [3–6]. The FOWTs
have many advantages; for example, they are not limited by water depth and geological
conditions, are easy to dismantle, have little impact on the environment, and are suitable for
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high-power wind turbines [7]. On the other hand, they can be wet towed to the installation
sites through self-floating, which is another significant advantage of the FOWTs.

For the wet towing performance of marine structures, scholars have carried out a few
research works mainly focused on the stability of the towing system and towing resistance.
Strandhagen et al. [8] studied the towing system based on linear theory and found that
changing the frequency of the towing point and the length of towing line can make the
towing system have better stability. Inoue et al. [9–11] used the linear theory to study the
course stability of the towing system under multiple tugboats and found that the elasticity
of the towing line and the weight of the object being towed have great influence on the
course stability of the towing system. Varyani et al. [12] carried out numerical simulation
on the towing operation of damaged ships and pointed out that wind load is the main
factor affecting the stability of the towing system.

FOWTs have a high center of gravity and are subjected to the complicated environ-
mental loads such as wind, waves, and currents in addition to the towing force during the
transport phase. Thus, how to ensure the safety of transportation for FOWTs is one of the
urgent problems to be addressed. In recent years, scholars have carried out preliminary
research on the towing operation process for FOWTs with different types of foundation.
Collu et al. [13] studied the static stability criterion of the towing process of FOWTs under a
normal and severe environment and provided the calculation guidelines for the maximum
values of the metacentric height and the maximum height of the towing lines, and then
applied the results to design the semi-submersible floating foundation for NOVA FOWT
to evidence the overall good performance of those rules. Myland et al. [14] conducted
an experiment to study the towing stability of the GICON®-TLP under two different car-
riage speeds in the calm water and two different regular wave conditions. Two different
configurations, including a squared configuration and a diagonal configuration of the
GICON®-TLP, were performed to determine which configuration had a lower resistance
and a better seakeeping performance. The results showed that the towing speed and wave
height had significant influence on the stability and towing resistance and the diagonal
configuration had a lower resistance than the squared configuration because the truss
structure of the squared configuration had no hydrodynamic permeability. Moreover, the
non-stationary flow, which causes detachment at the cylindrical buoyancy bodies, would
generate an oscillating sway motion. Ding [15–18] designed a submerged floating founda-
tion for supporting an NREL5 MW wind turbine, and conducted a lot of research on the
dynamic response of the SFOWT in complex environmental conditions. Han et al. [19] put
forward a towing system model of the SFOWT based on multi-body dynamics theory to
study the wind, waves, currents, and height of the towing point on motion response of the
SFOWT during the towing phase. The results show that under the standard environmental
conditions, the inclination of the SFOWT meets the requirements of the standard [20] that
the absolute acceleration of heave is less than 0.2 g, but the viscous damping of the SFOWT
does not get considered in the towing analysis.

It is critical to be able to predict reliably the towing behavior of the FOWT in the real
sea environment. In this paper, two forms of SFOWT, namely TC-SFOWT and FC-SFOWT,
with the similar mass and same center of gravity, are designed to support the DTU-10MW
reference wind turbine [21] in Section 2, as shown in Figure 1. The theory background is
presented in Section 3. The validation of the numerical model is firstly verified by model
experiments in Section 4. The towing performance of the two forms of SFOWTs under
different wave conditions during the towing process are discussed by frequency domain
and time domain analysis in Section 5. The conclusions are summarized in Section 6.
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Figure 1. Overall model of SFOWTs.

2. SFOWTs and Integrated Towing System

An SFOWT is composed of a DTU 10MW reference wind turbine [21], which was
released by the Danish University of Technology (DTU) and has been widely accepted by
academia, and a submerged floating foundation. The main parameters of the DTU 10MW
reference wind turbine are given in Table 1, and the main parameters of the towing system
of SFOWTs are presented in Table 2. The submerged floating foundation is composed of a
center column, three or four columns connected by horizontal pontoons, and three or four
cross braces and diagonal braces. The side columns and horizontal pontoons provide the
buoyancy for SFOWTs during the towing process [16]. The wind turbine tower is installed
at the top of the center column, as shown in Figure 2. Because of the relatively large water
plane area and shallow draft, the SFOWTs are semi-submersible and self-stabilized during
the towing process.

Table 1. Main parameters of the DTU 10MW reference wind turbine [21].

Item Value

Rated power (MW) 10
Cut-in, rated, cut-out wind speeds (m/s) 4, 11.4, 25

Number of blades 3
Diameter of rotor (m) 178.3

Blade length (m) 86.366
Hub height (m) 119

Mass of impeller, nacelle, tower (kg) 227,962, 446,036, 628,422
Overall center of gravity (CoG) (m) (−0.3, 0.0, 85.5)

The numerical simulation of the SFOWT towing system were carried out in the time
domain based on the Sesam software developed by DNV GL. First, as shown in Figure 1,
the panel models and mass models of the two forms of SFOWT were established according
to the parameters listed in Tables 1 and 2 in the GeniE module [22]. Then, the panel model
and mass model were imported into the HydroD module [23], frequency domain analysis
was performed using the Wadam code based on potential flow theory and considering
the viscous damping (see Section 5.2), and the hydrodynamic coefficients such as the
added mass, radiation damping, hydrostatic restoring stiffness, and transfer functions of
the SFOWT were obtained in the frequency domain. Additionally, these hydrodynamic
coefficients were then fed to the SIMO module [24]. In the SIMO module, a towing line
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was set up with a length of 100 m and bridle angle of 60◦. A constant bollard pull force
was applied to maintain a towing speed of 4 knots. The dynamic responses of the towing
system of the FC-SFOWT and TC-SFOWT were predicted in the time domain based on the
potential flow theory in the SIMO module. Each simulation lasted three hours with the
time step of 0.2 s, in which the first 1000 s were removed to eliminate the transient effect.
The bird’s eye view of the towing system in SIMO is shown in Figure 3. The wave direction
during the towing process was 180◦, as shown in Figure 4.

Table 2. Main parameters of the towing system of SFOWTs.

Item TC-SFOWT FC-SFOWT

Diameter of center column (m) 8.3 8.3
Diameter of vertical pontoon (m) 12.68 11.0

Diameter of side column (m) 15.0 15.0
Distance between side column (m) 61.24 50.0

Width and height of horizontal pontoon (m) 6.3, 4.4 6.6, 4.0
Diameter of diagonal brace (m) 2.5 2.5

Towing speed (knots) 4 4
Draft (m) 5.2 6.0

Angle of towing bridle (◦) 60 60
Length of towing line (m) 100 100

Mass of platform (kg) 4,819,000 4,812,000
Mass moment of inertia in roll (kg·m2) 1.94 × 109 2.31 × 109

Mass moment of inertia in pitch (kg·m2) 1.94 × 109 2.31 × 109

Mass moment of inertia in yaw (kg·m2) 3.41 × 109 4.02 × 109
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Figure 4. Definition of wave directions under the towing condition.

3. Theory
3.1. Hydrodynamic Load

The hydrodynamic coefficients are calculated using the Wadam code based on the po-
tential flow theory, which mainly includes radiation force, diffraction force, and hydrostatic
pressure [25].

FHydro
i = FWaves

i + ρgV0 − CHydrostatic
ij qj −

∫ t

0
Kij(t − τ)

.
qj(τ)dτ − Aij

..
qj (1)

where Fi
Waves is the diffraction wave force, ρgV0–Cij

Hydrostaticqj is hydrostatic pressure,
ρgV0 is static buoyancy, ρ is the density of water, g is the acceleration of gravity, and
V0 is drainage volume of platform. Cij

Hydrostaticqj is the hydrostatic restoring force and

Cij
Hydrostatic is the restoring stiffness matrix. −

∫ t
0 Kij(t − τ)

.
qj(τ)dτ − Aij

..
qj is the radiation

wave force, where Kij is a delay function and τ is a dummy variable, and t is the simulation
time, Aij is the added mass, qj(t) and

.
qj(τ) represent the displacement and velocity of the

SFOWTs in the jth degree of freedom.
The wave directions when calculating hydrodynamic parameters are shown in Figure 5.
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3.2. Equation of Motion of Towing System

The equation of motion of SFOWTs in waves can be expressed as follows [26].

FTi =
6

∑
j=1

Mij
..
xj (2)

where FTi is the total external force on the ith degree of freedom, Mij is the mass inertia
force coefficient of the SFOWTs,

..
xj is the acceleration in surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and

yaw motion of the SFOWTs, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

FTi(t) = FHydro
i (t) + Ftowing

i (t) + Fvis
i (t) (3)

where FHydro
i (t) is hydrodynamic force, Fvis

i (t) is the viscous force, and Ftowing
i (t) is the

towing force.

{
Mij
}
=



m0 0 0 0 m0zG 0
0 m0 0 −m0zG 0 0
0 0 m0 0 0 0
0 −m0zG 0 I11 0 0

m0zG 0 0 0 I22 0
0 0 0 0 0 I33


where m0 is the mass of SFOWTs, zG is the vertical coordinate of the center of gravity for
SFOWTs, and Iii is the mass moment of inertia of SFOWTs, I = 1, 2, 3.

4. Model Validation

To validate the numerical model, a series of experiments were carried out at a Froude
scale of 1:80. Figures 6 and 7 show the schematic diagram of the experiment and the
model-scale of the 10 MW TC-SFOWT and FC-SFOWT, respectively. One environmental
condition was used for the comparisons, as shown in Table 3. The pitch motion and the
towing force obtained by numerical simulation and experiments are shown in Table 4.
The comparison results show good agreement between the numerical predications and
the experiment results, which means the numerical simulation can predicate the towing
responses with high accuracy.

Table 3. Load case for verification of numerical model.

Significant Wave Height (m) Peak Period (s) Towing Speed (m/s)

Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment

5 0.0625 8.9 1.0 2.06 0.23
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Table 4. Comparison results for model validation in full scale. (Note: Num., Exp., and Max. are the abbreviations for
numerical, experimental, and maximum).

Pitch Motion (◦) Towing Force (N)

TC-SFOWT FC-SFOWT TC-SFOWT FC-SFOWT

Num. Max. Exp. Max. Num. Max. Exp. Max Num. Mean Exp. Mean Num. Mean Exp. Mean

2.446 2.746 2.704 2.587 1,200,543 1,254,400 1,771,500 1,690,562
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5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Wave Motion Transfer Functions (RAOs)

The RAOs in the heave, roll, and pitch motion were analyzed, as shown in Figures 8–10.
It can be seen from Figure 8 that the heave motion RAOs were less affected by the wave
direction, and when the period of incident wave was less than 32 s, the heave motion RAOs
of two forms of SFOWT were greatly affected by the wave period. TC-SFOWT has two
extremums around 6 and 12 s, and FC-SFOWT has three extremums around 5, 10, and 15 s
for heave RAOs. When the wave period was greater than 32 s, the heave motions were less
affected by the wave period and tend to be stable at maximum of the two forms of SFOWT.
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The wave directions had a great influence on the roll motion RAOs of the two forms
of SFOWT as shown in Figure 9. With the increase of the wave period, the roll motion
RAOs show a trend of increase first, and then decrease. TC-SFOWTs have two extremums
around 9 and 38 s, which are 0.0097 and 0.022◦/m, respectively, and FC-SFOWTs have
two extremums also around 9 and 40 s, which are 0.029 and 0.022◦/m, respectively. The
extremums of roll motion RAOs for the two forms of SFOWT appear at the wave direction
of 90◦ and tend to 0◦/m when the wave directions were 0 and 180◦. The roll RAOs of the
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two forms of SFOWT were similar in long-period wave conditions, but the short-period
wave had great influence on the roll motion RAOs of the FC-SFOWT.
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Figure 10. Pitch RAOs of SFOWTs.

As depicted in Figure 10, the pitch motion RAOs of SFOWTs were also greatly affected
by the wave direction. TC-SFOWTs have two extremums around 8 and 38 s, which are
0.011 and 0.024◦/m, respectively, and FC-SFOWTs have three extremums around 10, 18,
and 40 s, which are 0.039, 0.010, and 0.023◦/m for pitch motion RAOs, respectively. The
extremums all appear at the wave directions of 0 and 180◦. The pitch motion RAOs were
greatly influenced by short-period waves for FC-SFOWTs, and the changes of RAOs in the
pitch and roll motions of the two forms of SFOWT are similar.

5.2. Viscous Damping

The RAOs of SFOWTs were calculated based on the potential flow theory, and there-
fore, only the potential damping of the SFOWTs was considered and the viscous damping
was ignored, which leads to a larger calculation result than the actual value of RAOs in six
DOFs (degree of freedoms). In order to make the calculation results subsequently more
accurate, this paper calculated the viscous damping of SFOWTs to correct the calculation
process. In this paper, the method in reference [27] was adopted, and 10% of the critical
damping was taken into account. The inertial mass, added mass, and restoring stiffness
of the structure were derived from the calculation results of hydrodynamic parameters,
and the viscous damping of SFOWTs was calculated by—Equation (4). The results are
summarized in Table 5.

β0 = 2
√
(M + Ma)× Ci (4)

where β0 is critical damping, M is mass matrix of the SFOWTs, Ma is added mass matrix,
and Ci is restoring stiffness matrix.

Table 5. Viscous damping for SFOWTs.

DOFs Inertial Mass (kg) Added Mass (kg) Restoring Stiffness
(N/m, N/rad)

Viscous Damping
(N/(m/s), N(rad/s))

Heave
TC-SFOWT 6.02 × 106 6.94 × 106 3.78 × 106 1.40 × 106

FC-SFOWT 6.01 × 106 1.47 × 107 3.78 × 106 1.77 × 106

Roll
TC-SFOWT 2.05 × 1010 2.68 × 109 5.78 × 108 7.32 × 108

FC-SFOWT 2.08 × 1010 5.23 × 109 6.69 × 108 8.34 × 108

Pitch
TC-SFOWT 2.05 × 1010 2.63 × 109 5.78 × 108 7.32 × 108

FC-SFOWT 2.08 × 1010 4.58 × 109 6.69 × 108 8.25 × 108
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5.3. Dynamic Analysis of Towing System
5.3.1. Natural Frequencies

The natural frequencies of the heave, roll, and pitch motion for the two forms of
SFOWT were studied by performing numerical decay tests in SIMO. The time series of
free-decay can be obtained and plotted as shown in Figure 11, and the natural frequencies
can be calculated based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) method [28], as shown in
Table 6.

Table 6. Natural frequencies in 3 DOFs of the SFOWTs.

DOFs Frequency (Hz)

Heave
TC-SFOWT 0.070
FC-SFOWT 0.056

Roll
TC-SFOWT 0.025
TC-SFOWT 0.026

Pitch
FC-SFOWT 0.024
FC-SFOWT 0.026

5.3.2. Influence of the Wave Height

Table 7 shows four wave conditions with different significant wave heights to study
the influence of wave height on the integrated towing process. The water depth was 72 m,
and the sea bottom was assumed to be flat. The JONSWAP wave spectrum was selected,
and the simulation was performed for 3 h.

Table 7. Typical wave conditions under different wave heights.

Wave Conditions C1 C2 C3 C4

Significant wave height (Hs) 2 m 3 m 4 m 5 m
Peak period (Tp) 8.9 s 8.9 s 8.9 s 8.9 s

Figures 12 and 13 show the time series and statistics of heave, pitch, roll motion, and
towing force of SFOWTs under different wave height conditions. It can be seen from the
figures that the wave height has a significant influence on the responses of SFOWTs. When
the significant wave height is 2 m, the maximum value of heave motion for TC-SFOWTs is
1.06 m, increasing by 43.4%, 99.1%, and 136.8%, respectively, when the significant wave
heights are 3, 4, and 5 m. The maximum values of heave motion for FC-SFOWTs under
different conditions are 0.86, 1.27, 1.71, and 2.25 m, respectively, and the maximum and
minimum values of heave motion are lower than those of TC-SFOWTs under the same
wave condition. The increase of wave height has a significant effect on the inclination of
SFOWTs during the towing process. When the significant wave height is 5 m, the maximum
value of pitch and roll motions of TC-SFOWTs are 2.14 and 1.38◦, respectively, and they
are 2.70 and 1.21◦ for FC-SFOWTs, respectively. The mean towing forces of TC-SFOWTs
and FC-SFOWTs are 104.1 and 159.1 t, respectively, under C4. The pitch motion of the
FC-SFOWT is larger, while the roll motion is smaller than those of the TC-SFOWT under
the same wave condition. In addition, the mean towing force of the FC-SFOWT is larger
than that of the TC-SFOWT under the same wave height condition.
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Figure 12. Time series of the SFOWT under different wave height conditions (Tp = 8.9s). (a) Heave motion of TC-SFOWT, (b)
heave motion of FC-SFOWT, (c) pitch motion of TC-SFOWT, (d) pitch motion of FC-SFOWT, (e) roll motion of TC-SFOWT,
(f) roll motion of FC-SFOWT, (g) towing force of TC-SFOWT, (h) towing force of FC-SFOWT.

Figure 14 shows the power spectra density (PSD) of the heave, pitch, and roll motion
during the towing process at the different significant wave height conditions. Because
the wave period for different conditions is the same, the frequencies corresponding to the
heave, pitch, and roll peak of the SFOWTs are changeless under different conditions. The
heave peak was more affected by significant wave height, as shown in Figure 14a, because
the heave frequency of the SFOWTs was consistent with the wave frequency during the
towing process. It can be seen from Figure 14c that the roll response of SFOWTs during
the towing process was mainly caused by the resonance excited by wave-frequency loads.
However, the main wave frequency range is 0.05~0.15 Hz, which avoids the roll natural
frequency of SFOWTs (0.025 Hz for TC-SFOWT and 0.026 Hz for FC-SFOWT), so the
frequency where the roll peak was appearing was less affected by the significant wave
height changes.
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5.3.3. Influence of the Wave Period

Table 8 shows four wave conditions with different wave periods to study the influence
of the wave period on the towing process.

Table 8. Typical wave conditions under different wave periods.

Wave Conditions C5 C6 C7 C8

Significant wave height (Hs) 5 m 5 m 5 m 5 m
Peak period (Tp) 8.9 s 11.6 s 13.4 s 15.2 s
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Figures 15 and 16 are the time series and statistics of SFOWTs under different wave
period conditions. The peak period has great influence on the heave motion of TC-SFOWTs.
With the increase of the peak period, the maximum value of heave motion increases. When
the peak period is 15.2 s, it is close to the heave natural period (14.3 s) of the TC-SFOWT,
and the maximum value is 2.5 m, which increases by 62.6%, 10.2%, and 1.8% more than
that of C5–C7, respectively. Peak period has little influence on the pitch motion of SFOWTs,
and the pitch of FC-SFOWTs is larger than TC-SFOWTs under the same condition. When
the peak period is 15.2 s, the mean towing forces of TC-SFOWTs and FC-SFOWTs are 138.1
and 180.3 t, which increase by 38.0% and 14.5% more than those under the C5, respectively.
Under the same wave condition, a larger towing force is needed for FC-SFOWTs to obtain
the same towing speed.
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Figure 15. Time series of the SFOWTs under different wave period conditions (Hs = 5 m). (a) Heave motion of TC-SFOWT, 
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Figure 15. Time series of the SFOWTs under different wave period conditions (Hs = 5 m). (a) Heave motion of TC-SFOWT,
(b) heave motion of FC-SFOWT, (c) pitch motion of TC-SFOWT, (d) pitch motion of FC-SFOWT, (e) roll motion of TC-SFOWT,
(f) roll motion of FC-SFOWT, (g) towing force of TC-SFOWT, (h) towing force of FC-SFOWT.
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Figure 16. Statistics of the SFOWTs under different wave period conditions (Hs = 5 m). (a) Heave
motion, (b) pitch motion, (c) roll motion, (d) towing force.

Figure 17 shows the power spectra density (PSD) of the heave, pitch, and roll motion
during the towing process under different peak period conditions. The influence on the
heave motion of SFOWTs is that the heave peak appears at the frequency corresponding
to the peak period, but the value of the heave peak is less affected by the changes of the
peak period. For pitch motion, with the increase of the peak period, the value of the peak
which appears at the pitch resonance frequency increases, but the value of the other peak
which appears at the frequency corresponding to the peak period changes little. Since
the roll peak of SFOWTs appears at the resonance frequency excited by wave loads, the
change of peak period will only affect the value of the roll peak, but has little influence on
its occurrence frequency.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, a comparative study of towing performance among the FC-SFOWTs and
TC-SFOWTs under different wave conditions was performed. The effect of wave height
and wave period in irregular wave conditions on the responses of heave, pitch, and roll
motion and the towing force were discussed based on the potential flow theory considering
the viscous damping.

RAOs in the heave, roll, and pitch motion were studied. When the wave period was
greater than 32 s, the heave response of the two forms of SFOWT was less affected by the
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wave period and the heave RAOs tended to be stable at the maximum value of 1 m/m.
As for the RAOs in roll motion, they were similar in long-period wave conditions of the
two forms of SFOWT, but the short-period wave had a great influence on the roll RAOs
of FC-SFOWTs. In addition, the changes of RAOs in the pitch and roll motions of the two
forms of SFOWT were similar.

The heave, pitch, and roll motion response and towing force of the two forms of
SFOWT increase with the increase of significant wave height, and the heave motion was
significantly affected by the change of wave height. When the significant wave height
was 2 m, the maximum values of heave motion for TC-SFOWTs were 1.06, 1.52, 2.11, and
2.51 m, respectively; when the significant wave heights were 3, 4, and 5 m, they were
0.86, 1.27, 1.71, and 2.25 m, respectively, for FC-SFOWTs. The maximum roll and pitch
motion amplitudes were 2.14 and 1.38◦, respectively, for the TC-SFOWT, and 2.70 and 1.21◦,
respectively, for the FC-SFOWT when the significant wave height was less than 5 m, which
is the maximum wave height for the allowable towing condition. Both the roll motion and
the pitch motion are satisfied with the requirement that the roll and pitch are less than 5◦

during the towing process. The mean towing force of FC-SFOWT was 159.1 t, increasing
by 52.8% compared with the TC-SFOWT, when the significant wave height was 5 m. The
peak period mainly affected the frequency where the peak of motions appeared in power
spectra. The heave peak appeared at the frequency corresponding to the peak period, but
the value of the heave peak was less affected by the changes of the peak period. As for
the roll motion, the change of the peak period only affected the value of the roll peak, but
had little influence on its occurrence frequency in power spectra. Under the same wave
condition, the FC-SFOWT showed relatively better performance in the platform motion,
but the towing force was relatively larger compared with the TC-SFOWT.

In the next steps, the influence of more variables, such as the wind, current, the towing
speed, and the layout of the mooring lines on the towing performance for two forms of
SFOWT can be discussed. Furthermore, it is necessary to predict the towing performance
of SFOWTs in damaged conditions.
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